Practitioner-to-Practitioner Learning to Help You on Your Lean Journey

The cornerstone of AME is practitioner-to-practitioner learning and networking. Our conferences and events are the perfect place to share knowledge and best practices, build skills, and make lasting connections. Whether you’re a Lean novice or far along on your journey to excellence, AME’s conferences, seminars and workshops provide something for everyone.

Annual International Lean Conference
AME offers members the largest enterprise excellence conference in the world. The event is led by experienced industry experts who provide highly relevant information and offer hands-on solutions.

Our most recent AME International Lean Conference was attended by more than 2,500 manufacturing executives and featured:
- Nine well-known keynote speakers
- 60 best-practice presentations
- More than 30 plant tours
- 33 pre- and post-conference workshops
- Numerous special-interest sessions

Regional Conferences
Some AME regions host regional conferences that provide unique educational and networking opportunities. These events are a great way to learn about enterprise excellence and connect with your peers from a variety of industries in a more intimate setting.

Local Workshops and Seminars
AME offers numerous regional workshops and seminars conducted by volunteer members. Participants get to hear about the improvements companies have made and often see them in action through a facility tour. Concluding Q&A sessions allow participants to dig into specifics with the experienced workshop and seminar hosts.